21ST ANNUAL STATEWIDE CSTEP CONFERENCE

April 12th – April 14th 2013

The Sagamore Resort

Bolton Landing, NY
THE 2013 EDITION

121 posters submitted
144 student presenters
34 different CSTEP institutions
15 categories
THE SAGAMORE HOTEL
THE TEAM PLAYERS IN ACTION
THE TEAM PLAYERS IN ACTION
THE TEAM PLAYERS
SUPPORTING EACH OTHER
THE TEAM PLAYERS IN ACTION
THE TEAM PLAYERS IN ACTION
OUR POSTER PRESENTERS

Student: Steven Oliveri
Mentor: Dr. Sharon Lall- Ramnarine
Department: Chemistry
Student: Andrew Garcia
Mentor: Dr. Maria Mecedez Franco
Department: Mathematics
OUR POSTER PRESENTERS

Student: Obiora Egbo
Mentor: Dr. Paris Svoronos
Department: Chemistry
OUR POSTER PRESENTERS

Student: Kaung Myat San
Mentor: Dr. Nidhi Gadura
Department: Biology
Student: Alessandro DiMarco
Mentor: Dr. David Lieberman & Clayton Hogan
Department: Physics
OUR POSTER PRESENTERS

Student: Sandy Enriquez
Mentor: Dr. Paris Svoronos
Department: Chemistry
OTHER POSTER PRESENTERS
THE TEAM FROM QCC
THE TEAM FROM QCC
THE TEAM FROM QCC
THE TEAM FROM QCC WITH THE PRESIDENT OF A.P.A.C.S.
THE TEAM FROM QCC, ALL MEMBERS OF THE CSTEP FAMILY
PROUD OF EACH OF THEM
THE RED CARPET
QCC WINNERS ON THE RED CARPET

Steven Oliveri ➔

&

➔ Kaung Myat San
FIRST PLACE WINNERS
WITH CSTEP DIRECTOR
FIRST PLACE WINNERS WITH THE JUDGE OF THEIR CATEGORY
FIRST PLACE WINNERS
WITH THE QCC AMBASSADOR

Kaumg Myat San, Lucia Nunez & Steven Oliveri
FIRST PLACE WINNERS
The CSTEP program is appreciative of your continuous support to its students.

Many Thanks to all of you who contributed to their achievements.

Sincerely,
Ms. Marie-Francesca Berrouët
CSTEP Director
mberrouet@qcc.cuny.edu